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Mass transfer processes were evaluated in an artificial, non-uniform porous

medium with a power law distribution of diffusion rate coefficients obtained from

physical characterization of solute and porous medium. Breakthrough curves of

several pulse experiments conducted at different velocities were compared (1) to

analytical expressions for concentrations at mass transfer dominated times, and (2)

to simulated breakthrough curves of a 1-D transport model. After correcting

diffusion rate coefficients for irregularly shaped particles both analytical and

numerical model were able to accurately represent breakthrough curves and late-

time concentrations. The main conclusions of this study are the following. First, by

connecting normalized breakthrough curves of experiments conducted at different

velocities it is possible to obtain the derivative of the residence time distribution of

the immobile domain, which completely describes the mass transfer behavior of the

column. From the derivative of the residence time distribution, the scaling behavior

of mass transfer dominated breakthrough curves can be predicted. Second, in

presence of multiple rates of mass transfer the use of a single rate model may lead

to velocity-dependent mass transfer rate coefficients. Third, a power law



distribution of diffusion rate coefficients is directly related to the late-time slope of

breakthrough curves, and, if pore diffusivity is constant for all particles of the

porous medium, also to the distribution of grain sizes.
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Tracer Experiments in a Non-Uniform Porous Medium:
Implications of Diffusive Mass Transfer on the Late-Time

Breakthrough Behavior

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Mass transfer, especially due to diffusion, is important to many geologic

problems including groundwater remediation, nuclear waste disposal and C02-

sequestration. The term mass transfer describes processes where a constituent is

moved between one physical location or chemical phase and another physical

location or chemical phase. In hydrogeology the term mass transfer is commonly

used to describe the exchange of solutes between mobile zones (e.g., pore water)

and immobile zones (e.g., rock matrix, clay layers, mineral grains, nonaqueous

phase liquids). Consequences of mass transfer on the transport of chemicals in the

subsurface include (1) increased remediation time for contaminated aquifers [e.g.,

Bahr, 1989; Harvey et al., 1994], (2) apparent reduction of the advective velocity

of solute plumes through time [e.g., Quindoz and Valocchi, 1993], and (3)

difficulties in predicting long-term solute transport.

Mass transfer processes in geologic media are often very complex. The

nature of mass transfer processes can be physical (e.g., due to concentration

gradient), chemical (e.g., due to sorption), or a combination of the two. Numerous

medium properties (e.g., pores size, pore shape, organic carbon content) depend on

the local geology and together with properties of the solute (e.g., pore diffusivity,
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electric charge) determine type, degree and time-scale of mass transfer processes.

Furthermore, most of the properties affecting mass transfer vary considerably over

short distances and therefore increase the complexity of mass transfer processes in

the subsurface. As a result the understanding of mass transfer in geologic systems

is limited.

Mass transfer may affect breakthrough curves of experiments conducted in

the field or laboratory in multiple ways. Important consequences of mass transfer

are asymmetric breakthrough curves with long tails, which often extend over

several orders of magnitude in concentration and time. Tails are low concentrations

at times after peak concentrations have been removed by advection and are caused

by slow release of solute from the immobile domain. The analysis of these tails

reveals significant information about mass transfer processes [Haggerty et al.,

2000]. The character of low concentration tails plotted in either semi-log or double-

log space plays a key role in this analysis.

In the inversion approach, mass transfer processes are quantified by the

ability of mathematical mass transfer models to fit experimental data, in particular

to fit low concentration tails. If a mass transfer model is able to accurately represent

breakthrough curves with a set of realistic parameters it is assumed that mass

transfer processes, upon which the mathematical model is based on, are likely to be

present in the transport medium. A multitude of mass transfer models have been

developed, including the following: (1) diffusion models with diffusion into

spheres, layers and cylinders [e.g., Crank, 1975]; (2) linear and non-linear sorption
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models [e.g., Langmuir, 1918]; (3) diffusion models coupled with sorption [e.g.,

van Genuchten et al., 1984]; (4) first-order or single rate models [e.g., Coats and

Smith, 1964]; and (5) multirate models [e.g., Pedit and Miller, 1994; Haggerty and

Gorelick, 1995]. Depending on the set of parameters, different mass transfer

models can produce similar breakthrough curves over certain ranges of

concentrations. Thus, more information about both the solute concentrations and

the transport medium may be needed to choose the appropriate mass transfer

model.

Another approach to test mass transfer conceptualizations is to forward

model breakthrough curves based on a physical characterization of the transport

medium and solute. Model parameters are measured a priori and then used in the

mass transfer model to predict breakthrough curves. Confidence is built that the

correct mass transfer processes have been identified if the resulting mass transfer

model accurately predicts breakthrough curves. This approach, however, is often

difficult to implement, particularly in the field, due to heterogeneities in medium

properties and difficulties in medium characterization.

The goal of this study is to link multiple mass transfer processes acting at

the pore-scale with measured breakthrough curves by using a forward modeling

approach. Specific research questions are:
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1. Is it possible to predict column breakthrough curve concentrations in media

with significant mass transfer processes solely from physical characterization of

the porous medium and solute?

2. What is the relationship between grain size distribution, mass transfer

coefficients and late-time behavior of breakthrough curves?

3. In particular, how does a power law distribution of grain sizes affect the shape

of breakthrough curves?

4. How do experiments conducted at different velocities (or the same velocity and

over different transport lengths) scale in time?

5. Is it appropriate to use a single rate model in presence of multiple rates of mass

transfer?

To accomplish these research objectives five column experiments were

conducted in a well-characterized, artificial porous medium with a non-uniform

grain size distribution. An artificial medium was chosen because mass transfer

could be independently characterized and sorption could be eliminated.

Nonetheless, the non-uniform grain size distribution of the column packing still

represented components of a complex natural porous medium. For better evaluation

of mass transfer processes breakthrough data was collected over a large number of

time-scales and concentration scales. The analysis of experimental data was

performed with (1) analytical expressions for mass transfer dominated portions of
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breakthrough curves, and (2) numerical models for simulations of breakthrough

curves.

This thesis is written in the format where the main chapter (Chapter III)

represents an independent article, which will be submitted to a peer-reviewed

journal. The references for this article are included in the bibliography of the thesis.

Chapter II reviews the basic concepts of mass transfer and gives a literature review

to build the foundation for better understanding of Chapter III. Details of

experimental procedures are presented in Appendices A, B and C. Breakthrough

curves of all of the column experiments in arithmetic as well as in log-log space are

shown in Appendix D. Appendix E reports on the mean residence time, the

variance and the skewness of the residence time distribution of a porous medium

with two mass transfer processes acting in series. This analysis was performed in

early stages of this research in order to design a second set of experiments as

anticipated in the thesis proposal. Favorable results of the first column experiments

overrode these experiments. However, this analysis is still useful and may be

helpful in the design of new experiments, and thus is presented in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER II: BACKGROUND

In saturated regions of the subsurface movement of dissolved chemicals is

predominantly through the mechanisms of advection, dispersion and mass transfer.

Advection refers to the movement of solute with a flowing fluid (usually, but not

necessarily, water) and is commonly the dominant process. In groundwater, the

movement of the fluid is characterized by the pore velocity, which is a macroscopic

average of microscopic velocities. The term dispersion summarizes mechanical

mixing and diffusive processes, which together contribute to the spreading of solute

within the advection-dominated domain. Mass transfer, the third mechanism by

which solute is transported in subsurface systems, refers to a set of processes,

which move solute between advection-dominated mobile zones and

diffusion/sorption-dominated immobile zones. Figure II-I illustrates mass transfer

processes and shows examples of immobile regions at different scales including

clay layers, aggregates and porous grains. It should be noted that under some

boundary conditions a region is immobile while under others the same region may

be mobile. Although mass transfer is, under most circumstances, the least dominant

transport mechanism, nonetheless it can be most important for a variety of

geological problems.

Important consequences of mass transfer are shown in Figure 11-2 by

comparing breakthrough curves that result from transport through a porous medium



Clay layers

1m 1 mm

Figure II-1: Illustration of mass transfer processes and examples of immobile
regions at different scales. At the meter scale clay layers represent immobile
regions. Diffusion and sorption (indicated by double arrows) move solute from the
advection-dominated mobile domain (indicated by the yellow color) into clay
layers. At the millimeter scale grain aggregates and grains represent immobile
domains. Solute (indicated by the red color) diffuses into pores and sorbs to
external and internal surfaces of grains and aggregates (from Haggerty, 1995).
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Figure 11-2: Consequences of mass transfer. The dashed breakthrough curve
results from advective-dispersive transport of a solute pulse through a porous
medium, while the solid breakthrough curve results from advective-dispersive
transport of a solute pulse through a porous medium with significant mass transfer.
Key consequences of mass transfer are (1) tailing in breakthrough curves, (2)
reduced peak concentrations, and (3) a reduced mean plume velocity.
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with and without mass transfer. Boundary conditions for advection and dispersion

are identical for transport with and without mass transfer. Key consequences of

mass transfer are: (1) significant tailing in breakthrough curves caused by a slow

release of solute from the immobile domain, (2) a reduction of the mean velocity of

a solute plume, and (3) reduced peak concentrations due to solute residing in the

immobile domain.

Numerous mathematical models have been developed to describe linear

equilibrium and nonequilibrium mass transfer processes coupled with 1 -D

advective-dispersive transport. All mass transfer models are summarized in the

following mass balance equation:

acn, +T DL a_Cm V acn,

at R,,, axe R,,, ax '
(1)

where c, [M L'3] is the concentration in the mobile domain, DL [L2 T-1] is the

longitudinal dispersion coefficient, t [T] is the time, x [L] is the length of the

system, v [L T"1] is the pore velocity, and Rm [-] is the retardation factor of the

mobile domain. Movement of solute between mobile and immobile domain is

represented by the source-sink term F(t) [M L-3 T-1]. The source-sink term T(t)

alone specifies the type of mass transfer model. Equation (1) can easily be

generalized to two or three spatial dimensions, but only one dimension is needed

for our work.
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A variety of solution methods exist for the partial differential equation

given in (1). Solution methods can be divided into three categories: analytical

solutions, numerical solutions and semi-analytical solutions using integral

transforms (Laplace, Fourier, etc.). Analytical solutions are certainly most accurate

with respect to numerical errors. However, depending on the form of the source-

sink term F(t), it may be impossible to obtain analytical solutions. In such cases

numerical solutions may be the only alternative. Numerical solutions include

particle tracking methods, finite elements methods, and finite differences methods.

These methods allow to account for heterogeneous systems where variations in

properties cannot be described with mathematical equations. Drawbacks are various

sources of numerical error. Semi-analytical solutions, as the third solution category,

are composed of an analytical and a numerical solution step. An advantage of semi-

analytical solutions using, in our case, Laplace transforms, is that (1) is simplified

to an ordinary differential equation that can be solved without excessive difficulty.

The subsequent inversion from the Laplace domain back into the time domain is

performed with numerical algorithms. Analytical and semi-analytical solutions are

applied in this study.

Several commonly used mass transfer models are presented below. Their

order is roughly related to their chronological appearance in hydrogeology

literature. Source-sinks terms are summarized in Table II-1.

Concentrations in mobile and immobile domains can be in equilibrium or in

nonequilibrium. If equilibrium conditions exist mass transfer can be adequately
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modeled with the local equilibrium assumption (LEA). Commonly, the

applicability of LEA is determined by the Damkohler-number DaI [-], which

relates the time-scale of advection tad [T] to the mass transfer rate a [T-1] [e.g.,

Bahr and Rubin, 1987]:

DaI = a tad R. (1 +,8,, ), (2)

where Ptot [-] is the total capacity coefficient of the transport medium. Unless

otherwise stated (3tot is defined as:

rm me

t = 'O.R.
8 R.

M

where 9,n [-] is the porosity of the mobile domain, 8;,,, [-] is the porosity of the

immobile domain and Rii [-] is the retardation factor of the immobile domain.

For large Damkohler numbers, where the mass transfer rate is very large

relative to the time-scale of advection the source-sink term of the LEA-model is

given by e.g., James and Rubin [1979] as:

(4)T (t) _ ,Qtot
at ,

DaI >> 1.
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In this case solute is effectively transported by advection and dispersion only, but at

a slower rate than the transport of water. The effective velocity is veff [L T-1]:

V
veff =

Rnr (I+ fltol )
(5)

In cases where the mass transfer rate is very small relative to the time-scale of

advection, the Dahmkohler number becomes small, and the source sink term of the

LEA-model is:

F(t) = 0, DaI << 1. (6)

With a source-sink term equal to 0 mass transfer does not affect the spreading of

solutes.

Due to its simplicity the LEA-model has been frequently used to describe

solute transport [e.g., James and Rubin, 1979; Persaud and Wierenga, 1982].

However, in many laboratory and field studies significant nonequilibrium between

mobile and immobile domain was observed. Experiments frequently showed early

and asymmetric breakthrough curves with long tails. In order to account for this

asymmetry physical and chemical nonequilibrium models were developed. The

term "physical" refers to mostly diffusion-dominated processes, while the term

"chemical" refers to sorption-dominated processes.
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For the sake of brevity, only a physical nonequilibrium model is presented.

A summary of sorptive mass transfer models is given in Pedit and Miller [1994].

One of the regularly used nonequilibrium models is the diffusion model. Diffusion

into a specified geometry is modeled according to Fick's law. The source-sink term

for this model is written as [e.g., Goltz and Roberts, 1987]:

aC,
-r(t) = - 10,

at
(7a)

where c,,,, [M L"3] is the averaged immobile concentration. For all nonequilibrium

mass transfer models auxiliary equations are required to obtain average immobile

concentrations. Specifically for the diffusion model, auxiliary equations are:

aacn k az (k-I) ac'm
dz'

at ak o at

acim DP a z(k-lj aerm

at z(k-') az az

(7b)

(7c)

where a [L] is the distance from center to edge of the immobile domain, z [L] is the

position within the immobile domain and Dp [L2 T"1] is the pore diffusivity. The

letter k identifies the geometry of the immobile domain with k = 1 representing

layers, k = 2 representing cylinders and k = 3 representing spheres. The diffusion

model has been successfully applied in many batch and column experiments [e.g.,
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Young and Ball, 1994; Koch and Fil hler, 1993]. However, especially in field

experiments detailed information about geometries and pore diffusivities is often

not available.

The single rate model, also called the first order model, avoids further

specification of diffusion geometries by use of a first-order approximation. In

contrast to the diffusion model immobile concentrations are assumed to be uniform

within the immobile domain. The exchange between the mobile and immobile zone

depends on the rate of mass transfer a and the amount of solute available at the

interface of the two zones. The source-sink term of the single rate model is given

by e.g., Coats and Smith [1964]:

r<t> _ )6iot
aci-

at
(8a)

The auxiliary equation describes the change of immobile concentration over time:

ac ini

at
= a(c,n - cin1) . (8b)

Equations (8a) and (8b) usually describe mass transfer that is primarily due to

diffusion. However, equilibrium sorption processes can be lumped into the capacity

coefficient t6tot through retardation factors of mobile and immobile domains (see
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equation (3)). A summary of single rate models for sorption and diffusion is given

in e.g., Nkedi-Kizza et al., [1984] and Haggerty and Gorelick [1995].

In numerous studies, the first-order model has been applied to explain

experimental data. Examples include transport in aggregated porous media [Rao et

al., 1980; Fesch et al., 1998], structured soils [Li et al., 1994] and aquifer materials

[Pang and Close, 1999; Ptacek and Gillham, 1992]. The success of this model is

partially to due the fact that many experimental breakthrough curves were fitted in

arithmetic space. However, to evaluate mass transfer processes it is more

appropriate to analyze breakthrough curves in logarithmic space. This guarantees a

higher resolution of low concentration tails, which are critical to the assessment of

mass transfer models. See Appendix D for a more detailed discussion of this topic.

All nonequilibrium mass transfer models presented previously describe the

exchange between mobile and immobile domain with a single mass transfer or

diffusion rate coefficient. For a heterogeneous porous medium it is unlikely that a

single mass transfer rate is able to describe all mass transfer processes. A multitude

of medium and solute properties have been shown to affect the rate of mass transfer

and may include the following: grain size, mineralogy, internal porosity,

restrictivity, and tortuosity. Consequently, multiple mass transfer rates can be

expected for media with heterogeneities in these properties. Several studies have

deomonstrated that a mass transfer model that accounts for multiple mass transfer

rates is able to better represent experimental results, especially mass transfer

dominated portions of breakthrough curves [e.g., Connaughton et al., 1993;
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Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995 and 1998; Cunningham and Roberts, 1998; Haggerty

et al., 2001]. This concept is commonly referred to as the multirate model. One

expression of the source-sink term and auxiliary equation for multiple rates of mass

transfer are given as:

.F(t) = (b(a) ac (a) da
0

ac,,,, (a)

at

(9a)

= a(c,,, - C,,,, (a)), 0 < a <oo, (9b)

where b(a) is a probability density function of mass transfer rate coefficients. Other

forms of this model specify multiple rates of diffusion into spheres or other

geometries with a probability density function of diffusion rate coefficients b(D/a2).

An important property of the multirate model is that the total capacity coefficient

Jtot [-] is given as:

oo

f b(a) da . (10)
0

The probability density function b(a) can take any form provided the

integral in (10) is defined. Frequently, statistical distributions have been used

because in most cases only two additional fitting parameters are required for

computational optimizations. Column experiments of this study were analyzed
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using a multirate model where the continuous distribution presented in equation

(9a) and (9b) was replaced by a discrete distribution of diffusion rate coefficients.

Details of this model are given in section 111.3.

A different, and more recent approach to formulate the source-sink terms

utilizes a convolution of the residence time distribution of the immobile domain g*

[T-1] with the change of mobile zone concentration in time [Carrera et al., 1998;

Haggerty et al., 2000]:

(t-2)
F(t) _ A",

'ac.
gz

(z)ar .

v a

Equation (11) demonstrates the key role of the residence time distribution

g* for the exchange of solute between mobile and immobile domain. The term g*

can be physically interpreted as the response of the immobile domain to a spike

input of solute. In particular, g* determines the fraction of solute that spends a

specific time in the immobile domain. In the case of single rate mass transfer most

solute particles reside in the immobile domain until the time-scale of mass transfer

is approached and the fraction of solute particles remaining in the immobile domain

quickly drops to zero. Depending on the mass transfer model the form of the

residence time distribution varies but the pattern is often similar to the one

described for the single rate model. Haggerty et al. [2000] derived residence time

distributions for a series of mass transfer models. Table II-1 summarizes residence

time distributions for mass transfer models described above.
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The source-sink term of (11) and the transport equation of (1) can be used

to calculate an approximation for late-time concentrations of pulse experiments.

The term late-time refers to times where concentrations in the mobile domain are

solely determined by the release of solute from the immobile domain. After

applying simplified boundary conditions valid only for late times to (1) and

approximating the concentration in (11) by c,,, = mos(t) the late-time

approximation is given by Haggerty et al. [2000] as:

C = tad fitot cog * -MO ag
at '

(12)

where mo [M L-3 T] is the zeroth moment of a pulse injection. The approximation

given in (12) is only valid for (1) times much larger than the time-scale of

advection, (2) times much larger than the length of the injection pulse, and (3)

times much larger than the mean residence time of the immobile domain.

In addition to analyzing experimental breakthrough curves with a transport

model, breakthrough curves of this study were analyzed with late-time

approximations for non-uniform distributions of spherical particles. Details of this

late-time approximations are discussed in section 111.5.2.
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Mass transfer model
Source-sink term

M L_3 T-1
Residence time distribution

*(t) [T"1][ ] g

DaI >> 1 !''tot acn' S(t)
LEA at

DaI << 1 0 Undefined

Finite
00

DP \2j -1)22 DP12
2

exp
4 2

t
layer aaj=1

Diffusion
Cylindera

ifn
18t°t

at

00

1 4
D2

exp - u 2
D2

t
j=j a a

Sphere

00

1 6 LP exp - 2).2

2

t

j=1 a a

First order
ac'"' a exp[- at]
at

oo

Jab(a) exp[-at]da

Multirate
oo

. (a)
daf b(a)

ac'na
°

o f b(a)da
0

suj is the j-th solution of a Bessel function of the first kind JO evaluated at Jo(u) = 0.

Table 11-1: Summary of source-sink terms F(t) and residence time distributions

S*(t).
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111.1. Abstract

Statistical distributions of mass transfer rates are now a common tool to

analyze breakthrough curves in field and laboratory experiments. In most cases,

however, the physical meaning of these distributions is uncertain. We conducted

several column experiments to examine late-time breakthrough behavior in an

artificial, non-uniform porous medium with power law distributions of diffusion

rate coefficients obtained from physical characterization of solute and porous

medium. These distributions were used (1) in an analytical expression to predict

concentrations for solely mass transfer dominated times, and (2) in a 1-D transport

model to simulate column breakthrough curves. After correcting diffusion rate

coefficients for irregularly shaped particles, both analytical and numerical model

were able to accurately represent breakthrough curves and late-time concentrations.

The main conclusions of this study are the following. First, by connecting

normalized breakthrough curves of experiments conducted at different velocities it

is possible to obtain the derivative of the residence time distribution of the

immobile domain that completely describes the mass transfer behavior over the

time of observation. From the derivative of the residence time distribution, the

scaling behavior of mass transfer dominated breakthrough curves can be predicted.

Second, in presence of multiple rates of mass transfer the use of a single rate model

may lead to velocity-dependent mass transfer rate coefficients. Third, a power law

distribution of diffusion rate coefficients is directly related to the late-time slope of
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breakthrough curves, and, if pore diffusivity is constant for all particles of the

porous medium, also to the distribution of grain sizes.

111.2. Introduction

The presence of multiple rates of mass transfer in natural and artificial

media is well documented [e.g., Ball and Roberts, 1991a,b; Pedit and Miller,

1994,1995; Culver et al., 1997; Werth et al., 1997; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1998;

McKenna et al, 2001; Meigs and Beauheim, 2001]. Commonly, breakthrough

curves obtained from laboratory and field experiments are analyzed with statistical

distributions of mass transfer rates because conventional single rate models are not

capable of matching experimental data. The choice of the statistical distribution is

often limited to unimodal distributions with a few fitting parameters. Frequently

used distributions are gamma distributions [e.g, Connaughton et al., 1993;

Cunningham et al., 19971, power law distributions [e.g., Hatano and Hatano, 1998]

and lognormal distributions [e.g., Pedit and Miller, 1994; Haggerty and Gorelick,

1998]. Although fits to data are significantly improved by application of statistical

distributions their physical meaning is uncertain.

One assumption made by Haggerty and Gorelick [1998] is that lognormal

distributions of mass transfer coefficients are appropriate to model some granular

natural media since grains and intragranular pore sizes are often log-normally

distributed. However, no experiments have shown this connection. A second

concern of using a statistical distribution is that advection time and duration of an
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experiment limit the range of mass transfer rates which can confidentially be

observed by a statistical distribution (see Figure 4 in Haggerty et al., [2001] and

Hollenbeck et al. [1999]). However, mass transfer time-scales larger and smaller

than that range have important implications especially on concentrations of times

longer than the time-scale of observation.

An alternative, which theoretically overcomes the concerns of statistical

distributions are physically based, discrete distributions of diffusion rate

coefficients. One major advantage of physically based distributions is that transport

can be predicted over time-scales much longer than typically assessed in laboratory

or field experiments. Cunningham and Roberts [1998] and Haggerty and Gorelick

[ 1995] reanalyzed Ball and Roberts [ 1991 a,b] data, which describes diffusion rate

coefficients and their mass fractions for 8 different size classes of Borden Sand.

Using this discrete distribution of diffusion rate coefficients Haggerty and Gorelick

[1995] were able to accurately predict mass uptake of PCE into Borden sand.

Kleineidam et al. [1999] successfully predicted sorptive uptake and desorption of

phenanthrene in a heterogeneous mixture of aquifer material with a physically

based discrete distribution of diffusion rate coefficients obtained by Rugner et al.

[1999].

In this study, we conducted a series of column experiments in a non-

uniform porous medium in order to examine the late-time behavior of breakthrough

curves with a discrete distribution of diffusion rate coefficients based on physical

measurements. For the remainder of this paper the term "late-time" refers to times
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of breakthrough curves where concentrations are only influenced by mass transfer.

To adequately evaluate this late-time behavior of breakthrough curves tracer

concentrations were obtained over 5 to 7 orders of magnitude using new

experimental and analytical methods. A power law distribution of grain sizes was

used when constructing the porous medium to experimentally investigate its

implications on column transport behavior. By conducting several experiments at

different velocities in the same column the scaling behavior of breakthrough curves

was evaluated for a heterogeneous medium. From this scaling behavior we explain

the phenomenon of an apparent velocity-dependence of the single rate mass

transfer coefficient as it has been reported by many researchers [e.g., Baracharya

and Barry, 1997; Brusseau, 1992; Li et al., 1994; Grifoen et al., 1998; Pang and

Close, 1999; Maraqa, 2001].

Specifically, the goals of this work are to (1) obtain a discrete distribution

of diffusion rates from physical characterization; (2) compare analytical late-time

concentrations to experimental data; (3) compare breakthrough curves to

simulations of a semi-analytical 1-D transport model using discrete distributions

diffusion rate coefficients; and (4) discuss implications of late-time concentrations

with respect to scaling of breakthrough curves, the apparent velocity dependence of

single rate mass transfer coefficients and power law distributions of diffusion rate

coefficients.
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III.3. Mathematical formulation

111.3.1. Transport model

Here we present the mathematical model describing one-dimensional

transport through a non-uniform porous medium. The model is a modified version

of the double-porosity model commonly referred to as the multirate model. In

contrast to the double-porosity model the multirate model allows any number of

mass transfer rate coefficients between a mobile, advective domain and an

immobile, diffusive domain. Details of the multirate model are described elsewhere

[Chen and Wagenet, 1995; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Culver et al., 1997;

Cunningham et al., 1997; Hollenbeck et al., 1999 Haggerty et al., 2001]. With a

discrete distribution of diffusion rates the multirate model is given as [e.g.

Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995]:

ac. D
a2Cm v

aCm

,
at at L aXZ

a
aCim,n 3 z2 aCim,n

dZ,
at an 3 0 at

acim,n DP a 1Z 2
aCim,n

at Z2 aZ
az

'

(1 a)

(1c)

Cimn = Ca Z= a, (ld)
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ac;mn =0 Z=0,
az

(1 e)

where c [M L"3] is the concentration with the subscript indicating the domain, c;m

[M L"3] is the averaged concentration within a sphere of radius an [L], z [L] is the

position within a grain of size class n [-], t [T] is the time, DL [L2 T"1] is the

longitudinal dispersion coefficient, x [L] is the location in the column, Dp [L2 T-1] is

the pore diffusivity and v [L T"1] is the velocity. The total capacity coefficient Ptot

[-] of the porous medium is

n

&I = Y, 8n I
n=1

(2)

where Rn [-] specifies the capacity of each immobile domain. For a finite square

pulse injection with zero initial concentration initial and boundary conditions are:

c,m(x,t=0)=c,m(x,t=0)=0, (3a)

-DL a
+vcm =vCo[1-u(t-t,nj)], (3b)

cm(t,x=00)=0, (3c)

where Co [M L-3] is the concentration of the injection and u(t-t;,,) [-] is the unit step

function with t;nj [T] being the length of the square pulse. Equations (1)-(3) are
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solved in the Laplace-domain and then numerically inverted using the de Hoog

algorithm [de Hoog, 1982]. Simulations and estimations were performed with

STAMMT-L, a FORTRAN code written by Haggerty and Reeves [2000].

For this study STAMMT-L has been modified to account for mixing within

the flow cell of the fluorometer and for delay within pre-and post-column tubing.

See Appendix C for details of these STAMMT-L modifications.

111.3.2. Approximation for late-time concentrations

Experimental breakthrough curves were not only compared to computer

simulations but also to analytical solutions for late-time concentrations. Haggerty et

al. [2000] developed a simple expression to obtain late-time concentrations for

times long after the advective peak of a pulse injection has passed the location of

measurement. It is given as

ag
C - td j6,,,, Co g - mo at* 1

(4)

where tad [T] is the time to advect through the column, co [M L'3] is the initial

concentration, mo [M T L-3] is the zeroth moment of the injection and g*(t) [T"1]

represents the residence time distribution of the immobile domain. For pulse

experiments with zero initial concentration (4) simplifies and can be rewritten as:
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ag c

at tadmo/3to,

(5)

For spherical particles the derivative of the residence time distribution can be

obtained from the memory function g(t) given by Haggerty et al. [2000, Table I]:

z

ag * -E j26g2
DP

exp - j2 r2 DP
t

at j=t a a
(6)

Note that the memory function g(t) given by Haggerty et al. [2000] represents the

residence time distribution g* multiplied by the total capacity coefficient )6tot. The

formulation given in (6) can be used to specifically calculate ct*/d` for a non-

uniform porous medium if mass fractions and pore diffusivities are known:

ag Mn
j26Ir2

Dp
exp -j22 DP t .

a 2at n=1 j=1 mtotal an an

(7)

Equation (7) in combination with equation (5) is a useful analysis tool.

First, it shows how late-time concentrations scale, allowing results from many

experiments to be plotted along a single curve. Data from pulse injection

experiments conducted in a medium with the same distribution of diffusion rate

coefficients should fall along a single curve if concentrations are divided by the
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advection time through the system tad, the zeroth moment of injection mo, and the

capacity coefficient fit,,t. Second, (7) allows comparison of experimental results

with the analytical late-time solution for a discrete distribution of diffusion rate

coefficients.

111.4. Materials and methods

Breakthrough data was obtained from five tracer pulse experiments

conducted in a chromatography column filled with an artificial porous medium.

The grain size distribution of this porous medium followed a power law

relationship. The subsequent sections describe both the solute and porous medium,

the column methods and the physical determination of parameters used in

analytical and numerical calculations.

111.4.1. Solute and porous medium

To simplify characterization, we used Vycor glass (Coming Glass Inc., New

York, NY), a mesoporous material with internal porosity similar to natural soils

and sediments [Werth and Reinhard, 1997]. Diffusion in Vycor glass has been

extensively studied in material science and chromatography [e.g., Guo et al., 1994;

Elmer, 1991; Kainourgiakis et al., 1999]. It is comprised of 96% silica, has an

average pore size of 40A, and has a porosity of 28% [Elmer, 1991]. The pore space
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of Vycor forms a well-connected network [Corning Inc., 1991; Gelb and Gubbins,

1998].

Uranine (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) was selected as the tracer for the

column experiments. At pH above 7 uranine sorption onto silica is negligible and

its fluorescence intensity is constant [Kasnavia et al., 1999; Smart and Laidlaw,

1977], making it an ideal laboratory tracer under these conditions. For those

reasons, a 0.05M phosphate buffer was used to buffer tracer-free inflow solution

and dye solutions to a pH of 8. A higher pH was avoided because silica dissolution

increases with increasing pH, but, at pH of 8, total silica dissolution is insignificant

compared to the total mass of silica in the column [Iler, 1979; Vogelsberger et al.,

1996]. Details of the buffer mixing procedure are given in Appendix A.

A combination of Vycor and uranine was chosen for three reasons. First, at

pH 8 Vycor does not adsorb uranine and therefore allows us to isolate diffusion as

the sole mass transfer process. Second, pore sizes of Vycor close to the molecular

size of uranine contribute to the small pore diffusivity of uranine and therefore

tailing of breakthrough curves due to diffusive mass transfer can be observed from

particles up to 3 mm using fluorometer measurements. Third, the regular internal

porosity of Vycor means that the same pore diffusivity Dp [L2 T'1] characterizes

Vycor particles of different sizes, making the effective radius aeff [L] the only

significant variable, which determines the distribution of diffusion rate coefficients

Pdf(Dpxaeff ).
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To obtain a granular porous medium Vycor glass rods were crushed,

followed by dry sieving through ASTM standard sieves. The largest size fraction

was obtained by cutting glass rods (03.4mm) into -3 mm pieces. To construct a

column packing with a power law distribution of diffusion rate coefficients, relative

mass fractions of twelve different size classes ranging from smaller than 180µm to

3.3mm were calculated. These calculations use the mean radius of each size class

and an experimentally determined pore diffusivity of uranine in porous Vycor equal

to 1.10-11m2/s. Section 111.4.3 describes how this pore diffusivity was determined.

Figure III-I shows the power law relationship with the form pdf(Dp/aefj)

(DplaeI)-' for three distributions of diffusion rate coefficients by means of the three

associated cumulative density functions. The difference between the three

distributions can be attributed to differences in effective radii aef. The distribution

of the "Spherical Particle Model (SPM)" represents the distribution used to

construct the column packing with aeff equal to the mean of each size class. The

rationale behind effective radii of the two other distributions is discussed in section

Ill. 5.2. Mass fractions for each distribution are given in Table III-1 a.

A standardized procedure was developed to dry-pack Vycor grains of

twelve size classes into a 15 cm-long, l cm-ID, low-pressure chromatography

column (Kontes Glass Company, NJ) according to calculated relative mass

fractions for a power law distribution of diffusion rate coefficients. To guarantee an

equal distribution of mass fractions of each size class over the length of the column,

mass fractions of each size class were divided into small aliquots weighing between
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Figure III-1: Cumulative density functions of diffusion rate coefficients: SPM =
Spherical Particle Model; VPM = Vycor Particle Model; and PPM = Platy Particle
Model. A proportionality of cdf(D/ael) log(Dplag) indicates a power law

)-.relationship with the form pdf(D/aj) - (Dplaefj 1
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Spherical Vycor Platy Particle

Rel. mass Rel. capacity Particle Model Model Model

Size class
Limits of

fraction of coefficient of (SPM) (VPM) (PPM)

n
size class

[mm] size class size class
a /a2D a D /a2 a D/a2

[ ] /j. [ ] j
[mm]

,
[s ]

ir
[mm]

P

[s 1]

p
[mm] [s',]

1
0.00

0 169 9 049.10-2 0.045 4.94.10"3 0.010 1.09.10"1 0.010 1.0910"1
0.18

. .

2 0.18- 0.080 4.289.10"2 0.108 8.65.104 0.023 1.90.10-2 0.023 1.90.10"2
0.25

3 0'25
0.169 9.049.10-2 0.188 2.84.101 0.040 6.2610-3 0.040

6.2610.3

0.50

4 0.50-
0.085

578.10.2

4 0.303 1.09.101 0.064
2.40.10.3

0.064 2.40.10-3
0.71

.

5
00

8
0.044 2.35010-2 0.390

6.5710.5

0.083
1.4510.3

0.083
1.45.10.3

5

6 0.85
0 040 122.10.2

2 0 463
4.67.10"5

0.099
1.0310"3

0.099 1.03.10-3
1.00

. . .

7 1.00-
0 040

161.10.2

2 0.545
3.3710"5

0.116 7.41.101 0.116 7.41 .104
1.18

. .

8 1.18-
0.089 767.10"24 7200 1.93.10"5 0.154 4.24.101 0.154 4.24101

1.70
. .

9 1.70
0.040 122.10-22 0 925

1.1710.5

0.197 2.57- 104 0.197 2.57101
2.00

. .

10
2'00

0 040 16110-22 0901 8 42.10-6 0.232 1.85101 0.232 1.85.101
2.36

. . . .

11
2.36-

0 084 49510-24 4231 4.94.10-6 0.303 1.09.101 0.303 1.09.104
3.33

. . .

12 3./0./21 6.519102 1.550 4.16.10-6 1.550 4.1610-6 0.330
9.1610"5

Table III-1a: Size classes of porous Vycor and discrete distributions of diffusion
rate coefficients. Relative capacity coefficients f3,t were calculated according to
equation (8a). Diffusion rate coefficients were obtained by dividing measured pore
diffusivity Dp by effective radii aef of each size class.

Not Total capacity coefficient 0.5366
Dp Pore diffusivity of uranine in Vycor 1.0.1011m2/s

Oim Total immobile porosity 0.184
Om Total mobile porosity 0.343

Ovycor Porosity of porous Vycora 0.28

Pvycor Density of porous Vycora 1.5g/cm'
Vcolumn Volume of chromatography column 12 ml

'Coming Glass. Inc.
bKontes Glass Company

Table III-1b: Summary of column properties.
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0.03 g and 0.1 g. Aliquots of each size class were then poured successively into the

column forming a 1-cm column section containing aliquots of all size classes.

Frequent tapping of the column minimized void space. In total, 15 column sections

were needed to pack the column. This packing technique not only allowed a

roughly equal distribution of size classes, but also limited channeling of flow due to

orientation of column sections perpendicular to the direction of flow. Dimensions

and mass fraction of size classes are specified in Table 111- 1.

111.4.2. Column methods

The set up of the column experiments is shown in Figure 111-2. A container

filled with uranine, a second container filled with tracer-free buffer solution and a

C02-tank were connected to the column via Teflon tubing (1/8" ID, Cole-Parmer)

and a six-way-selection valve. Flangeless fittings, shut-off valves and selection

valves from Upchurch Scientific (Oak Harbor, WA) were used to minimize dead

volumes.

To ensure complete liquid saturation the dry-packed column was flushed at

20 °C with CO2 for at least 4 hours, and then slowly saturated with degassed buffer

solution. This procedure facilitates the dissolution of pore gas into the fluid and

therefore minimizes interparticle and intraparticle air pockets.

After saturation with buffer solution a square pulse of uranine was injected

into the column. At the effluent side of the column a fluorometer (Turner 10-AU,

Turner Designs, CA) equipped with a 3mm-ID flow cell continuously measured
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Figure 111-2: Schematic of experimental setup. Details are given in the text.
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fluorescence intensities of uranine. Concentrations were obtained by converting

intensities using an interpolated calibration curve. Due to lower resolution of the

instrument small concentrations start to plateau within one order of magnitude in

concentration above detection limit and therefore lead to lower precision at very

low concentrations. Calibration procedures are detailed in Appendix B.

With this fluorescence technique it was possible to record concentrations

spanning at least 4.5 orders of magnitude. Next, by using high pulse concentrations

with fluorescence intensities significantly reduced by quenching we were able to

extend the dynamic range with one calibration curve to 7 orders of magnitude.

While the resulting extended range contains a gap where fluorescence intensities

are above maximum detection limit, the information obtained is still very useful for

evaluation of processes that are slow relative to the advection time through the

column. See Appendix B for details of this method.

In total, 5 pulse experiments with varying velocities and input

concentrations were conducted. To create a square pulse of uranine it was

necessary to exchange peristaltic tubing at the pump head (see Figure 111-2). This

exchange caused (1) slightly different flow rates of buffer and uranine solutions due

to difficulties in applying the same pressure on peristaltic tubing, and (2) an

interruption of pumping. Average velocities were calculated by dividing mass of

the effluent by time of collection, porosity of the mobile domain 9,,, [-], cross-

sectional area of the column A [L2], and density of buffer solution pbuffer [M L_3].

Pulse lengths were chosen to fill close to one pore volume. Experimental conditions
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are summarized in Table 111-2. Parameters are given as used in numerical

simulations meaning that flow rates and velocities are only given for buffer tubing

and times of no flow are added to the pulse length. Section 111.5.3 discusses the

foundation of these decisions.

Flow Pulse length
rate

Velocity Pulse including
Experiment of buffer

of buffer
concentration interruption

tubing
tubing

[mg/1] of flow
[ml/min] [mss] [s]

1 0.34 2.10210-4 6 875

2 2.74 1.670.103 6 142

3 1.67 1.03510-3 6 192

4 2.58 1.59910-3 2000 142

5 2.58
1.599.10"3

2000 142

Table 111-2: Summary of column experiments.

111.4.3. Physical parameter determination

The physical and diffusion properties of the column are summarized in

Table 111- 1. With the exception of effective radii of diffusion for two distributions

of diffusion rate coefficients all parameters were obtained from independent

laboratory measurements.

Relative capacity coefficients of each size class of porous Vycor X3/1 were

calculated from weighed mass fractions of the column packing as following:
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mneim
n

lntotal em

em =I mtotal

PvycorVcolumn

0Vycor lntotal
elm =

PVycorVcolumn

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

where in, [M] is the mass of size class n, mtotal [M] is the total mass of the column

packing, 0 [-] is the porosity with the subscript indicating either the mobile zone

(m) or the immobile zone (im). Density PVycor [M L-3] and porosity of Vycor OVycor [-]

as well as column volume Vcolumn [L3] were measured by the manufacturer and are

given in Table III-lb. Note, that equations (8a) - (8c) are only valid for a non-

sorbing solute since a retardation factor was not included.

The pore diffusivity of uranine in porous Vycor (Dp) was determined in two

independent purge experiments. A set of 5 Vycor rods, each with a diameter of

3.42 mm, were placed into a chromatography column and then flushed with CO2

for several hours. After saturation with 6 mg/l uranine solution in the first

experiment and with 2000 mg/l uranine solution in the second experiment, the

column was purged with tracer-free buffer solution. Dp can be calculated from the

analytical solution for diffusion into cylinders with initial saturation and a boundary

condition of zero concentration given by Crank [1975, p.73].
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C
In

co
9)

'tal

where al is obtained from the Bessel function of the first kind of zero order when

JO (aa1) = 0. In a semi-log plot the value In (c%o)/t is equal to the average slope for

times when diffusion is dominant. With an average slope of 2.10-5 S-1 obtained in

both purge experiments Dp was determined to be 1.0.10"1'm2/s. This pore

diffusivity is approximately 65 times smaller than the aqueous diffusivity of

6.48.10-10m2/s measured by Hu [2000]. The factor of 65 can be attributed to a

combination of (1) tortuous pathways through the network of Vycor pores and (2)

hindered diffusion of uranine molecules with a length of roughly 10 A in pores

with a diameter of 40 A.

111.5. Results

111.5.1. Column breakthrough data

Figure 111-3 shows experimental data for 5 column experiments conducted at

different velocities. According to the right-hand side of equation (5) concentrations

were normalized by mo, tad and,8, ,. Recall that this normalization makes it possible

to plot all pulse experiments with the same underlying mass transfer properties in
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Figure 111-3: Breakthrough data of 5 column experiments. The vertical axis is
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one graph. For better resolution, particularly for low concentrations at late-times,

all breakthrough curves of Chapter III are presented in log-log space. Separate

breakthrough curves of experiments 1 through 5 in arithmetic space as well as in

log-log space are given in Appendix D. In addition, Appendix D demonstrates the

effects of the normalizing concentrations according to equation (5) by comparing

raw and normalized breakthrough curves.

We make two points from Figure 111-3. First, experiments conducted at

different velocities result in advective peaks shifted in time but normalized

concentrations eventually connect to a common late-time curve, which is equal to

the negative slope of the residence time distribution described in (5) and (7).

Regression to a common late-time curve results because late-time concentrations

are controlled by diffusion out of the immobile porosity, and the residence time

distribution describing out-diffusion is the same for all experiments. Note that long

advection times such as in experiment 1 mask faster mass transfer rates and

therefore delay the connecting of the breakthrough curves with the late-time curve.

Second, although experiments 2 and 4, as well as 2 and 5, were conducted at

similar velocities with input concentrations differing by 3 orders of magnitude their

normalized breakthrough curves are almost identical. These two observations

demonstrate both the validity of the normalization from equation (5), and the

precision of concentration measurements in this study.
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111.5.2. Approximations for late-time concentrations

In this section we compare analytical solutions for late-time concentrations

obtained from equation (7) to the experimental late-time curve described in the

previous section. Normalized late-time concentrations were calculated for three

different distributions of diffusion rate coefficients as specified in Table 111-1.

Figure III-1 was constructed to demonstrate the difference between the three

distributions, which lies in the choice of effective radii for each Vycor size class.

The following section explains the rationale behind these choices.

The first discrete distribution used was based on the design of the column

packing and assumes diffusion into spherical grains with effective radii equal to the

mean of each size class. Simulations and calculations using this distribution are

referred to as the "Spherical Particle Model (SPM)". Figure 111-4 illustrates how

diffusion in and out of a discrete distribution of spherical grains contributes to

composite late-time concentrations of the entire column. Concentrations caused by

each size class are weighed by relative mass fractions of each size class. Shape and

slope of the composite model are mainly determined by diffusion time-scales of

individual grain sizes tdn [T] indicated by the rapid drop of concentrations from a

power law with c - t 15. For the remainder of this paper the late-time slope of a

breakthrough curve refers to the positive value of the power. Before the time-scale

of the smallest grain size is reached the late-time slope of the composite model is

equal to 1.5. Thereafter, late-time concentrations follow a power law with a late-

time slope of 2 until concentrations decrease rapidly indicating the loss of solute
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late-time solution of the Spherical Particle Model (SPM). The legend indicates
effective radii of the RPM
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from the largest size class.

Figure 111-5 directly compares analytical late-time solutions with

experimental data. At times between 103s and 105s the SPM yields higher

concentrations than experiments. We attribute this overprediction to the fact that

the model assumes diffusion into spherical grains, and therefore cannot mimic

actual diffusion into platy Vycor grains. Size classes 1-11 were obtained from

crushing of porous glass rods. Glass rods fracture conchoidally and result, as shown

in Figure 111-6, in elongated platy grains that become thinner towards the edges.

This irregular shape makes it difficult to describe diffusion with the dimension

obtained from the sieving process for the following reasons: First, it is rare that

sieving completely sorts a range of grain sizes [Gee and Bauder, 1986]. Second,

sieving of elongated particles permits their passage only in one orientation if the

sieve opening is smaller than length of particles and therefore sieve sizes best

describe the width of the particles. However, in diffusion problems it is most

appropriate to use the thickness of platy grains, compared to their width used in the

SPM, to calculate diffusion rate coefficients. Thus, an error is introduced by using

the mean of each size class in the diffusion model. Third, thinning of grains

towards their edges reduces their average time-scales of diffusion and therefore

increases the error of the SPM.

In consequence, the fact that the SPM approximates Vycor particles as

spheres with radii equal to the width of platy particles leads to an overprediction of

diffusion time-scales of size classes 1-11. From Figure 111-4 we know that these
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Figure 111-6: Images of porous Vycor grains. Figure III-6a represents elongated
platy Vycor grains of size classes 1-11. Figure III-6b shows the nearly spherical
character of the largest size class (class 12).
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time-scales mainly influence the shape of the composite analytical solution and

therefore overpredicted diffusion time-scales explain the overprediction of late-time

concentrations by the SPM.

As illustrated in Figure 111-5 the fit of late-time concentrations was

significantly improved by the "Vycor Particle Model (VPM)". Here, we accounted

for irregularly shaped Vycor particles by simply reducing grain radii for classes

1-11 by a factor k. Recall that the largest size class (class 12) consists of manually

cut pieces of glass rods and therefore its grain radius was not corrected (see Figure

111-6). Since in this study it was not possible to quantify irregularities of Vycor

grains the reducing factor k was obtained by means of the best fit from computer

simulations described in section 111.5.3. Root-mean squared errors were smallest

with a k of 4.7. This factor is within the reasonable range to describe diffusion into

platy Vycor grains. Caliper measurements of size classes larger than 1 mm indicate

average width-to-thickness ratios between 1.5 and 2 where the width is taken as the

mean of each size class. The remaining factor to a k of 4.7 can be explained by the

fact that grains become thinner towards the edges and therefore reduce the effective

length scale of diffusion.

The third distribution in Table III-la referred to as the "Platy Particle Model

(PPM)" is used to demonstrate that a simple division of radii of size classes 1-11 by

a factor k is adequate to modify the SPM to describe diffusion into platy Vycor

grains. The PPM assumes that also the largest size class, which was obtained by

cutting glass rods, consists of platy grains. Hence, its radius was divided by k.
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Figure 111-5 shows that the PPM is not capable of matching the experimental late-

time curve. The shorter time-scale of the largest size class leads to a much earlier

drop in concentrations than in the VPM. The inability of the PPM to fit late-time

concentrations supports the assumption made in the VPM to use the uncorrected

radius of the largest size class as its effective length scale of diffusion.

111.5.3. Simulations

In this section we extend our investigation from normalized late-time

concentrations representative for all experiments to individual breakthrough curves.

Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves are presented in Figure 111-7.

Simulations are shown for both the SPM and the VPM. Input parameters are given

in Table III-1 and 111-3. In the case of the SPM longitudinal dispersivity is the only

fitted parameter. The VPM of experiment 4 was insensitive to dispersivity and thus

this value is not given in Table III-1.

Figure 111-7 confirms the findings of the previous section. The SPM

overpredicts concentrations for times where mass transfer is the dominant process,

whereas the VPM is able to accurately present those concentrations as indicated by

the decrease of root-mean squared errors in Table 111-3.

Figure 111-7 also reveals some general inadequacies of both models to fit

advective peaks. These problems are partially related to some difficulties with the

experimental set up. The fact that two peristaltic tubing and only one pump head

were used resulted in two slightly different velocities separated by an interruption
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Figure 111-7: Breakthrough curves and simulations of 5 column experiments.
Simulations are shown for the Vycor Particle Model (VPM) and Spherical Particle
Model (SPM).
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of flow while exchanging the tubing. These interruptions appear as slight breaks in

the rising limbs of experiment 1 and 2. Because the main foci of this study are

processes due to diffusive mass transfer we chose input parameters that improve

the fit at late-times. Hence, in simulations velocities of the buffer tubing were used

and times of no flow were added to pulse lengths.

Experiment Model used in
simulation

Fitted
dispersivity

[m]

RMSE
[log units of

mg2
L"2]

1 SPM 1.17.10" 0.665
1 VPM 2.09.10" 0.254
2 SPM 3.79.10" 0.445
2 VPM 2.19.10" 0.372
3 SPM 8.56. 00 0.629
3 VPM 2.05. 00 0.139
4 SPM Not fitted 0.429a
4 VPM Not fitted 0.086a
5 SPM 1.07.10" 0.436
5 VPM 2./1./0" 0.097

aRMSE for dispersivity of 2.1.10" m.

Table 111-3: Estimated parameters of column experiments and type of particle
model.

111.6. Discussion

In the previous sections we showed that (1) an analytical expression for late-

time behavior corrected for diffusion into Vycor grains accurately describes

normalized late-time concentrations of experiments conducted in a non-uniform

porous medium, and (2) a transport model using a discrete distribution of diffusion
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rates corrected for Vycor grains is well suited to fit breakthrough curves of column

experiments. In this section we discuss the implications of these findings with

emphasis on (1) scaling of breakthrough curves, (2) the use of single rate vs.

multirate models in heterogeneous media, and (3) power law distributions of

diffusion rate coefficients.

111.6.1. Scaling of breakthrough curves

The residence time distribtution g*(t) and its derivative play a key role with

respect to scaling of breakthrough curves. Recall that g*(t) represents the residence

time of the immobile domain and therefore completely describes mass transfer

behavior of the medium. As discussed in section 111.3.1 the function t */d`

represents the common late-time curve resulting only from mass transfer out of the

immobile domain. All breakthrough curves of pulse experiments conducted in a

medium with the same underlying g*(t) should connect to this common late-time

curve when normalized by mo, tad and ,tot. Conversely, if g*(t) is known late-time

concentrations of other pulse experiments can be predicted for any time and

location simply by multiplying ag*/at with -(motad/itot). The residence time

distribution g*(t) not only determines late-time concentrations but also the

retardation and shape of advective peaks according to the degree of mass transfer

occurring within the time-scale of advection.
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Knowing g*(t) and cg*/c is very helpful in many geologic problems, e.g., (1)

in aquifer remediation where g*(t) allows to predict cleanup times; (2) in nuclear

waste disposal where effective retardation factors can be estimated from g*(t).

The function g*(t) can be obtained analytically and experimentally. Haggerty

et al. [2000] tabulated analytical solutions of g*(t) for many different geometries

and distributions. However, in many cases it is very difficult to obtain required

properties of solute and porous medium. An alternative is to obtain ag*/at directly

from breakthrough curves. From equation (5) we know that at solely mass transfer

dominated times ct*/c7 equals solute concentrations divided by -(mo tadiatot)

Theoretically, one experiment, which extends over many orders of magnitude

in concentration and time, would be sufficient to obtain ag*/at. In practice, it is not

realistic to conduct such an experiment because analytical methods restrict

concentration measurements to a certain dynamic range. As a result, experimental

data of late-time concentrations solely caused by slow mass transfer processes are

not available over more than 2-3 orders of magnitude [e.g., Meigs et al., 2001;

Werth et al., 1997]. As an alternative to conducting one long experiment, common

late-time curves can be obtained by normalizing and combining breakthrough

curves from several experiments. The common late time curve obtained in this

study spans 5 orders of magnitude but any concentration range is possible with this

method. However, this method is constrained by the time-scales of experiments and

o*g/ca might not be completely assessed. Nevertheless, if c */c7 can be obtained
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analytically transport can be predicted for times much longer than the time-scales

of experiments as shown by the VPM of this study.

111.6.2. Single mass transfer vs. multirate mass transfer

In this section we discuss the ongoing controversy of a single rate model

versus a more complex mass transfer model to describe solute transport in

heterogeneous media. Many articles have reported a velocity dependence of mass

transfer rates in single rate models [e.g., Baracharya and Barry, 1997; Brusseau,

1992; Kookana et al., 1993; Li et al., 1994; Griffioen et al., 1998; Pang and Close,

1999; Maraqa, 2001]. These papers report a correlation between the mass transfer

rate coefficient and the time-scale of advection in the experiment from which it was

measured. Often this dependence can be simply explained by the presence of

multiple rates of mass transfer.

To elucidate the discrepancy between a single rate and a multirate model

applied to a heterogeneous porous medium we conducted two hypothetical

experiments with the discrete distribution of diffusion rate coefficients of the VPM.

The first experiment represents a very low velocity with an advection time and

pulse length of 104s whereas the second experiment represents a high velocity with

an advection time and pulse length of 101s. Model parameters and best fits of the

single rate model are given in Table 111-4.
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ticalH th i t Fast experiment Slow experiment
ypo e exper men

VPM Single rate fit VPM
1

Single rate fit
v [m S-1] 1.528.10" 1.528.10" 1.528-10-5 1.019.10"

tin s] 10 10 10000 10000

aL [m] 3.108.10" 6.204.10" 3.108.10" 3.925.10"

a [s-'] - 5.116.10" - 3.962.10"

i tot [-] 0.5366 0.1183 0.5366 0.029

Table 111-4: Input parameters for hypothetical experiments and results of best fit
with single rate model.

Hypothetical data was cut off after concentrations dropped 4 orders of

magnitude from the peak concentration because typical laboratory experiments do

not span more than 4 orders of magnitude. Hypothetical breakthrough curves were

then fitted with a single rate model. Both hypothetical data and fits of the single

rate model are shown in Figure III-8a and III-8b. We notice that the single rate

model is able to accurately represent hypothetical data yielding a large mass

transfer coefficient ((x = 5.116.10"3s') for the fast experiment and a small mass

transfer coefficient (a = 3.962.10"5s') for the slow experiment.

Here, we refer back to Figure 111-4, which shows the contribution of each grain

size to composite late-time concentrations. This figure demonstrates that depending

on the time-scale of observation, which is inversely related to the time-scale of

advection, we observe a change of the effective mass transfer rate. In the case of

the fast experiment, only the smallest size fractions contribute to mass transfer

before concentrations drop below detection limit, leading to a large a in the single

rate fit. On the other hand only the largest size fraction in the slow experiment
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Figure 111-8: Hypothetical experiments and comparison of their breakthrough
curves to analytical late-time solution of the Vycor Particle Model (VPM).
Hypothetical data and best fits of single rate models are shown in Figure III-8a and
III-8b. Figure III-8c compares normalized hypothetical data to analytical late-time
concentrations of the VPM.
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contributes to late-time concentrations and therefore yields a small a in the single

rate fit. All other mass transfer rates are hidden within the advective peak.

Thus, by ignoring the presence of multiple rates of mass transfer the two

hypothetical experiments would yield a velocity dependence of mass transfer rates

of the single rate model. However, from Figure III-8c we see that (1) both

hypothetical experiments connect with the common late-time curve of the discrete

distribution of diffusion rates, and (2) the single rate model of the fast hypothetical

experiment is not capable of representing late-time concentrations.

The use of a single rate model for a more complex natural system might have

significant consequences for some geologic applications. For example, clean-up

times of aquifers might not be correctly estimated. Given the column packing of

this study was "contaminated" with uranine and the goal was to reduce the

"contaminant" level to a relative concentration of 10-8 by pumping clean water

through the column, the single rate model obtained from the best fit of the fast

hypothetical experiment would predict a clean-up time equal to 2.6.103s (0.72h).

However, the correct clean-up time predicted by the VPM would be equal to

1.8.105s (50h). This clean-up time is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than

predicted by the single rate model. We recognize that time-scales of mass transfer

relevant to real clean-up problems are much larger than in the column packing.

Nonetheless, the underestimation of the clean-up time by the single rate model by

two orders of magnitude in time demonstrates the magnitude of error, which may
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be introduced by the use of a single rate model in presence of multiple rates of

mass transfer.

111.6.3. Power law distributions of diffusion rate coefficients

Power law distributions of grain and block sizes in soils and rocks have

been frequently reported [Turquotte, 1986; Tyler and Wheatcraft, 1992; Grout et

al., 1998; Posadas et al., 2001]. This power law behavior has been interpreted as a

result of fractal weathering and fracturing of parent material [Turquotte, 1986]. In

this section we discuss the implications of power law grain size distributions and

power law distributions of diffusion rate coefficients on the late-time behavior of

breakthrough curves.

Haggerty et al. [2000] investigated the relationship between the late-time

slope of breakthrough curves plotted in double-log space and the underlying

distribution of mass transfer rate coefficients. A key result was that if late-time

slopes follow a power law with c-f k then the distribution of mass transfer rates

must also follow a power law with a-d-3 as a-0. The letter k represents the

absolute late-time slope of breakthrough curves in double-log space.The same

relationship is true for distributions of diffusion rate coefficients, where

pdf(Daefj)-(Dr/ae1)k-3 as (Dp/aef )-0. Following simple algebraic rules it can be

shown that if the distribution of diffusion rate coefficients is proportional to

(DjJaej)k-3

as (Dp/aej)-0 then the underlying grain size distribution is
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proportional to a3_2k as a-->O. This relationship is only true if the pore diffusivity is

constant for all geometries and length scales.

Figure III-1 shows cumulative density functions of distributions of diffusion

rate coefficients used in this study. Both, the SPM and the PPM follow an

approximate power law with a pdf(Dp/aeff) -(Dp/aj)-1 over the range of diffusion

rate coefficients calculated for the column packing. Consequently, we expect (1)

late-time concentrations to follow a power law c--f2 over times that roughly

correspond to the diffusion rate coefficients, and (2) grain distributions to follow a

power law pdf(a)-a"1 over the range of grain sizes of the column packing. Figure

111-5 verifies a late-time slope of 2 for the SPM from 20s until 105s and for the

PPM from 20s until 103s. After 103s in the PPM and 105s in the SPM late-time

slopes become steeper indicating the loss of dye from the largest size fraction.

Figure 111-4 demonstrates that at times smaller than 20s the slope of the SPM

equals 1.5 as expected for multiple grain sizes before reaching the mass transfer

time-scale of the smallest size fraction. The expected proportionality of grain size

distribution to the distribution of diffusion rate coefficients can also be shown to be

true for SPM and PPM.

In contrast, the VPM does not show the same correlation between grain size

distribution, distribution of rate-coefficients and late-time slope of breakthrough

curves. From Figure III-1 we know that the VPM only follows a power law for

. Consequently, a late-time slope of 2 can only beD,laefj larger than 10 It-1

observed until -500s before late-time slopes deviate.
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We add one note regarding implications of power law distributions of

diffusion rate coefficients. As shown in Figure 111-5, the SPM and the VPM predict

a steepening of late-time slopes at around 105s. Although we are confident that this

is real, it is not strongly supported by collected data. Haggerty et al. [2000]

discussed implications of these deviations from a constant late-time slope on the

mean residence time of statistical distributions. The mean residence time is a

valuable parameter describing the average time solute particles spend in the

immobile domain. With a log-log slope of about 2 observed in Figure 111-5 several

scenarios are possible: First, the late-time slope continues to infinite time yielding

an infinite mean residence time. Second, the late-time slope continues beyond

experimental observation time, which would make it impossible to obtain the mean

residence time. Third, the late-time slope starts to drop before the end of

experimental observation time and allows an estimation of the mean residence

time.

The results of the column experiments indicate the second scenario, where

an estimation of a mean residence is not possible due to the lack of data. However,

late-time concentrations in Figure 111-5 are expected to drop shortly after the

observation time of experiment 4 and 5 due to the loss of solute from the largest

size fraction. The VPM represents this expected drop, and thus can be used to

estimate a mean residence time for the column packing. Estimations yield a mean

residence time of the column packing equal to 2050s.
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111.6.4. Other implications

As mentioned earlier each size class of Vycor was assigned a unique

diffusion rate coefficient resulting from the division of a constant Dp by the

effective radius of a size class. Consequently, the variance in diffusion rate

coefficients is solely based on the variance in the grain size distribution. In other

applications of the multirate model it is assumed that even within a single grain,

factors like tortuosity, pore geometry, steric hindrance and sorption properties

change and therefore can result in multiple diffusion rates within a grain of radius

aef [Pedit and Miller, 1994; Pignatello and Xing, 1996]. However, this study

emphasizes the importance of the diffusion length scale in lumped diffusion rate

coefficients. We realize that a column packing of Vycor is an artificial porous

medium. Nevertheless, natural sediments and rocks with a similar grain size

distribution compared to the column packing are not uncommon [Turquotte, 1986;

Tyler and Wheatcraft, 1992; Posadas et al., 2001], and therefore the grain or block

size might be of comparable importance as in porous Vycor.

111.7. Conclusions

Several tracer experiments were conducted in a non-uniform porous

medium to examine the late-time behavior of breakthrough curves with a discrete

distribution of diffusion rate coefficients. Critical to these experiments were
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concentration measurements over several orders of magnitude to obtain sufficient

information at times where mass transfer is dominant.

Our main conclusions are: First, the analytical late-time solution for a

discrete distribution of diffusion rates corrected for irregularly shaped Vycor

particles (VPM) accurately represents the common late-time curve obtained from

column experiments. This common late-time curve is equal to the negative slope of

the residence time distribution of the immobile domain -cg*/d` and completely

describes the mass transfer behavior of the porous medium. It is possible to obtain

clg*/a` directly by combining the late-time portions of normalized breakthrough

curves of experiments conducted in the same porous medium at different velocities.

From c*/c late-time concentrations of other pulse experiments can be predicted

for time-scales much longer than typically observed in experiments. Second,

simulations using the distribution of the VPM are able to well represent

breakthrough curves of column experiments. Third, in a medium that exhibits

multiple rates of diffusion the use of a single rate model may lead to a velocity-

dependent single rate coefficient. This velocity-dependence can be an artifact of

analytical sampling methods that do not provide concentrations measurements over

a sufficient dynamic range. Fifth, if the pore diffusivity of a non-uniform porous

medium is constant for all shapes and length scales then grain size distribution,

distribution of diffusion rate coefficients and late-time slope of breakthrough

curves are related to each other in the following way: If pdf(a) is proportional to

a3-zx then pdf(DJaeI) is proportional to (Daej)k"3 and the late-time slope of
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breakthrough curves is proportional to c-t'. Sixth, in some porous media the

variance in diffusion rates could be mostly due to a variance in grain sizes.
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APPENDIX A: BUFFER MIXING

As mentioned in Chapter III it was necessary to buffer inflow solution and

uranine standards to a pH of 8. There are 3 reasons for this choice: First,

fluorescence intensities of uranine change dramatically with pH and reach a

maximum above a pH of 7 [Smart and Laidlaw, 1977]. Since mixtures of porous

glass and deionized water have a pH smaller than 8 a buffer was needed to raise the

pH. Second, sorption of uranine onto silica decreases with increasing pH and is

insignificant at pH values larger than pH 7 [Kasnavia et al., 1999]. At high pH

silica has a net negative charge and due to a pKa of 5.2 [Kasnavia et al., 1999]

uranine exists in its anionic form. Third, silica dissolution sharply increases at a pH

greater than 10 [her, 1979; Vogelsberger et al., 1996].

In order to meet all those requirements a standard buffer mixed from

potassium phosphate and sodium hydroxide was used [Weast, 1983]. By flushing

buffer solutions with varying molarity through the column filled with porous glass

buffer strength was determined to be a 0.05 M buffer solution. A 0.05 M buffer

solution was obtained by (1) dissolving 9.5 g L-1 monobasic potassium phosphate in

deionized water, and (2) titrating the phosphate solution with 0.25 M sodium

hydroxide solution to a pH of 8.
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APPENDIX B: CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

Concentration measurements over several orders of magnitude are very

important in the study of slow mass transfer processes. Using fluorescence

techniques it was possible to obtain breakthrough curves that span 4 to 7 orders of

magnitude. Foundations for accurate measurements are carefully conducted

calibration procedures. The following section describes the standard procedure for

calibration of multiple uranine standards with a Turner 10-AU fluorometer (Turner

Designs, CA) equipped with a 3-mm-ID flow cell.

Uranine was obtained as a pure powder from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh,

PA). A balance with a repeatability of 0.001g (Model TL 603D, Denver

Instruments, CO) was used to weigh roughly 1 g of uranine, which was

subsequently diluted in a 500ml-volumetric flask with deaired buffer solution.

Appendix A gives details on the nature of this buffer solution. From this stock

solution other standards were obtained by serial dilution using volumetric flasks

and adjustable pipettes (Brinkmann Eppendorf, NY) with concentrations ranging

from
1.10"3

mg L-1 and 2000 mg L"1. Before measuring fluorescence intensities of

these standards the sensitivity of the fluorometer had to be adjusted with one

specific standard. In this study this standard was chosen to be a uranine solution of

0.05 mg L"1. All fluorescence measurements are related to this standard where

fluorescence intensities are given as fractions or multiples of its intensity. Starting

with the smallest concentration fluorescence intensities were then measured by
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pumping a standard through the 3-mm flow cell until fluorescence intensities

remained constant. An example of measured fluorescence intensities versus

concentration is given in Figure B-1. This figure shows a typical pattern observed

for fluorescent tracers. Up to a maximum value fluorescence intensities increase

with increasing concentrations before intensities start to decrease again. This

decrease is caused by quenching. At high concentrations fluorescing molecules

emit light, which is immediately absorbed by other tracer molecules before it can

be detected by the fluorometer, thus leading to reduced fluorescence intensities.

This property of fluorescent dyes becomes very helpful because it allows to extend

the concentration range of pulse experiments by several orders of magnitude.

Figure B-2 elucidates this concept. Before converting fluorescence intensities to

concentrations breakthrough curves of pulse experiment with quenched peak

concentrations have a pattern as shown in Figure B-2. Fluorescence intensities first

rise to a maximum, drop to minimum and rise to a second maximum before

intensities finally drop. Because pulse experiments conducted in homogeneous

flow fields yield one concentration maximum it is certain that the fluorescence

minimum observed in Figure B-2 does not represent a concentration minimum.

Thus, fluorescence intensities around this minimum can be identified to represent

high concentrations, and can be converted to concentrations using a calibration

relationship for quenched concentrations.

To convert fluorescence intensities to concentrations a mathematical

relationship between intensity and concentration is needed. Several types of curve
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fitting options exist. However, there has not been a consensus among scientist

which type of curve fitting is the most appropriate. In this study three different

calibration relationships were tested for their appropriateness by comparing (1)

their fit to calibration standards, (2) resulting breakthrough curves converted with

each calibration relationship, and (3) the first temporal moments of resulting

breakthrough curves. Figure B-3 compares a piece-wise linear fit, a second-order

polynomial fit and an interpolation between calibration standards to calibration

measurements used for column experiment 1-3. The piece-wise linear fit uses a

linear regression for standards smaller than 2.15 mg L"1 and a linear regression for

standards larger than 2.15 mg U. As can be seen in Figure B-3 the piece-wise

linear fit and the interpolation represent data accurately with slight differences at

low concentrations while the polynomial fit is not able to match data correctly.

Figure B-4 shows breakthrough curves where fluorescence intensities were

converted using the 3 relationships discussed above. All three models agree during

the advective peak at times smaller than 5000 s. However, low concentrations differ

in mass transfer dominated tails with the piece-wise linear model yielding higher

concentrations than the interpolation model. The first temporal moments obtained

from these breakthrough curves are all very similar as shown in Figure B-5. Their

standard deviation is less than 0.3%.

The goal of the comparison of the three calibration models was to test

which calibration relationship is appropriate for this study. The polynomial model

was ruled out because of its inability to accurately present calibration standards.
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The other two models represent calibration standards accurately but their resulting

breakthrough curves differ in low concentration tails. The first temporal moment is

not helpful in distinguishing calibration models. Due to the fact that repeated

measurements of low concentration standards yielded the same fluorescence

intensities it was decided to use the interpolation model to convert fluorescence

intensities to concentrations.
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APPENDIX C: MODIFICATION OF STAMMT-L FOR FLOW
CELL MIXING AND TUBING DELAY

From the experimental setup in Figure 111-2 we notice that (1) fluorometer

measurements are taken downstream from the column outflow causing a time delay

in concentration measurements, and (2) measurements are averaged over the

volume of the fluorometer flow cell, which leads to mixing issues at lower flow

rates. Given that the original computer program simulates concentrations at a point

within a transport medium without presence of a flow cell STAMMT-L had to be

modified for flow cell mixing and tubing delay. Consequences of flow cell mixing

can be seen in skewed peaks of breakthrough curves (see Figure D-2).

The procedure to integrate the two modifications into STAMMT-L was as

following: First, an analytical model for delay and flow cell mixing was developed.

Second, model parameters specific for the experimental set up were measured in

separate experiments.

An assumption made in this study is based on the theory of linear dynamics.

Column, tubing and flow cell are treated as reactors of a linear system and each

reactor yields a response to an input of solute. The general response is a linear

combination of individual responses. Details of this theory are given elsewhere

[e.g., Sardin et al., 1991]. In the time domain response functions are convoluted

C(t) = ccolumn (t) * fmixing (t) * delay (t) , (C-1)
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where C(t) [M L-3] is the general response, Ccolumn(t) [M L-3] is the column response

calculated by the original STAMMT-L version, fmixing(t) [M L"3] is the response to

mixing, and fdelay(t) [M L-3] is the response to delay in the tubing. In the Laplace

domain the convolution of (C-1) becomes a simple multiplication:

C (S) = Ccolum (S) f.&i, (S) f"" (S), (C-2)

where the bar indicates the Laplace transform and s is the Laplace variable. In order

to modify STAMMT-L for mixing and delay Laplace transforms of fmixing(t) and

fdelay(t) have to be obtained.

The mixing process in the flow cell is treated as mixing of two fluids in a

well-stirred container. If a solute with concentration Ci, [M L-3] is added to an

initially solute-free flow cell with a constant flow rate Q [L3 T"1], then

concentrations within the flow cell can be obtained from:

Iv1
CJlow cell (t) -Cin 1 - e 9

(C-3)

where c flow cell [T] is the solute concentration in the flow cell, V [L3] is the volume

of the flow cell and t [T] is the time. The ratio Q/V is referred to as the mixing

coefficient k [T-1]. If a flow cell initially saturated with concentration Cin is flushed
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with solute-free solution at a constant flow rate Q, then concentrations within the

flow cell can be obtained from:

C (C-4)

In pulse experiments the two cases presented in equation (C-3) and (C-4)

occur. However, due to the fact that mass transfer changes concentrations slowly in

the falling limb ofbreakthrough curves leading to minimal mixing effects, equation

(C-4) is not integrated into STAMMT-L. To obtain the response function for

mixing in the flow cell the Laplace transform of (C-3) has to be taken:

Ch' k
Cflowcen (S) -

s k+s
(C-5)

The second factor in equation (C-5) is equal to the response of the flow cell

finixing (s) to an input of solute:

k
fmixrng (s) = k + s

(C-6)

To accurately model pulse experiments STAMMT-L was additionally

modified for delay of solute in the tubing. This modification was necessary because
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the original code was written to simulate experiments with following conditions:

(1) At time t = 0 solute is injected at location x = 0, and (2) concentrations are

simulated for a location within the transport medium. The conditions of column

experiments differ in two ways: (1) At time t = 0 the solute is located at the six-way

selection valve and not at the column inflow where x = 0, and (2) concentrations

are measured in the flow cell located downstream from the column outflow (see

Figure 111-2). Assuming dispersion is negligible in tubing of narrow diameter the

response function of the tubing delay simply resembles a shift of concentrations in

time:

fdelaV(s)=e
as (C-7)

where a [T] is the delay time which is equal to the added travel time of solute

between six-way selection valve and column inflow and column outflow and flow

cell. Combining equations (C-1), (C-6) and (C-7) the general response of a

combination of column, flow cell and tubing becomes:

k
C(S) = ccolum (s)

k + s
eas (C-8)

Due to the fact that STAMMT-L uses nondimensional parameters and variables k

and a were nondimensionalized by the ratio of advection time and retardation factor

of the mobile domain.
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Three pulse experiments were conducted at different flow rates (1) to obtain

delay times, and (2) to evaluate the mixing model with experimental data. A square

pulse of dye was injected into a system only composed of tubing, valves and flow

cell. The resulting breakthrough curves were fitted with analytical models given in

(C-3) and (C-4) to obtain k and a. Figure C-1 presents fitted mixing coefficients

plotted against flow rate, a best fit to this data and mixing coefficients obtained

from the analytical solution where k is given as the ratio Q/V. The mixing model is

confirmed by the closeness of the analytical model and the fit to the data. Due to its

smaller R2-value the linear curve fit to the data was used to calculate mixing

coefficients for column experiments 1-5.

Figure C-2 shows a graph of fitted delay times versus flow rate. In this case

a logarithmic fit to the data was used to obtain delay times of experiments. This

fitting method is explained by the delay times resulting from a nonlinear

combination of the travel time in the tubing and the mixing in the flow cell.
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Figure C-1: Relationship between flow rate Q and mixing coefficient k. Data was
obtained from 3 independent experiments conducted without having the
chromatography column in line. Analytical mixing coefficients are calculated from
the ratio of Q/V, where V is the volume of the flow cell.
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APPENDIX D: ADDITIONAL BREAKTHROUGH DATA OF
COLUMN EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of this appendix is (1) to present separate breakthrough curves

of experiment 1 through 5 in arithmetic space as well as in log-log space, (2) to

emphasize the importance of log-log plots for the analysis of mass transfer

processes, and (3) to demonstrate the effect of normalizing concentrations by zeroth

moment of injection, total capacity coefficient and advection time as described in

section 111.3.2.

Figure D-1 shows normalized concentrations versus time of pulse

experiments 1 through 5 plotted in arithmetic space. Note, for better resolution the

upper limits of the horizontal axis changes between experiments. In arithmetic

space, all breakthrough curves are fairly symmetric. Concentrations quickly rise to

a peak and decrease in a comparable manner. It seems that tailing is insignificant in

all experiments. Concentrations cannot be resolved short times after the pulse of

solute passes through the location of measurement. Without further information it

might be questionable if significant mass transfer occurs in the transport medium.

Figure D-2 shows breakthrough curves of the same experiments plotted in

log-log space. In this space, breakthrough curves are very asymmetric.

Concentrations quickly rise to a peak value before concentrations decrease more

slowly. This tailing is caused by slow mass transfer from the immobile domain

after the main pulse of solute has moved trough the porous medium by advection

and dispersion.
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This comparison of different methods to graph breakthrough curves

demonstrates the importance of log-log plots for the evaluation of mass transfer

processes. Plotting experimental results in log-log space is far from being a

standard as indicated by a number of recent studies that graph results in arithmetic

space [e.g., Culver et al., 1997; Kasnavia et al., 1999; Pang and Close, 1999].

One example is given for possible consequences of analyzing breakthrough

curves in arithmetic space. A single rate mass transfer model was fitted in

arithmetic space to the breakthrough data of experiment 1. As can be seen from

Figure D-3a, the single rate model accurately represents the breakthrough curve of

experiment 1 in arithmetic space. However, if Figure D-3a is plotted in log-log

space it becomes obvious that the single rate model is not able to fit the mass

transfer dominated part of the breakthrough curve. The single rate model predicts

an early drop in concentrations while measured concentrations are still significant.

This example shows that a mass transfer model obtained from a fit in arithmetic

space might not be suited to predict transport over long time-scales where

concentrations are low but still significant for a number of geologic applications

(e.g., groundwater contamination).

Figure D-4a shows raw concentration data of experiment 1-5 plotted in

double log space. The correlation between breakthrough curves cannot readily be

seen. In contrast, Figure D-4b shows that by normalizing concentrations by zeroth

moment of injection, total capacity coefficient and advection time, all breakthrough
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curves eventually connect to a single curve. As described in section 111.5.2 this

single curve is equal to the negative derivative of the residence time distribution.
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APPENDIX E: MOMENT ANALYSIS OF TWO MASS
TRANSFER PROCESSES IN SERIES

This appendix presents the development of analytical solutions for the mean

residence time, the variance and the skewness of residence time distributions of a

porous medium with two mass transfer processes acting in series. This analysis is

not directly related to the column experiments described in other chapters of this

thesis but presents an important contribution to the theory of mass transfer. The

structure of this appendix is the following: First, the residence time distribution of

the immobile domains of a system with two mass transfer processes in series is

developed from differential equations. Second, from temporal moment analysis of

this residence time distribution mean the residence time, variance and skewness are

obtained.

Figure E-1 shows an ideal one-dimensional porous medium for two mass

transfer processes acting in series composed of a mobile domain and two immobile

domains contained within a layer of porous grains. Inter-granular pore space

represents the first immobile domain, while intra-granular pore space represents the

second immobile domain. Diffusion moves solute from the mobile domain into first

immobile domain. The second mass transfer process is approximated by single rate

mass transfer and moves solute from inter-granular pore space into intra-granular

pore space. Initial concentrations are zero throughout the porous medium. With no

advection and dispersion present the two mass transfer processes are described by

the following equations:
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rx = L

I-x= 0

Lx= -L

Figure E-1: Schematic of an ideal porous medium with two mass transfer
processes in series. The thickness of the layer is 2L. elayer [-] indicates the inter-
granular porosity of the layer, egrain [-] indicates the intra-granular porosity of the
layer, c, [M L" ] is the concentration in the mobile domain, clayey [M L- ] is the
solute concentration at the location x [L] within the layer and cgrain [M L"3] is the
average concentration within a grain.
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In these equations cm [M L"3] is solute concentration in the mobile domain, t [T] is

the time, layer [-] is the ratio of porosity of inter-granular porosity of the layer Buyer

[-] to the porosity of the mobile domain On [-], slayer [M L"3] is the average

concentration of the layer, L [L] is half the layer thickness, slayer [M L"3] is the

solute concentration at the location x [L] within the layer, 'grain [-] is the ratio of

intra-granular porosity of the layer Og ain [-] to inter-granular porosity of the layer

Olayer [-], Cgrain [M L-3] is the average concentration within a grain, DP [L2 T"1] is the

diffusivity in the inter-granular porosity of the layer and a [T-1] is the single rate

mass transfer coefficient describing the exchange of solute between inter-granular

and intra-granular porosity of the layer. The total capacity coefficient of the porous

medium is:

A,,, = Nlayer (1 + Ngrain) -
(E-5)
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In this analysis boundary conditions for equation (E-1) - (E-4) are:

Clayey (x = L, t) = cm ,

aclayer (x = 0,t)=0.
ax

(E-6a)

(E-6b)

The residence time distribution can be obtained from equations (E-1) -

(E-6) by conversion into the Laplace domain and rearrangement into the form:

SCm(1+g*J3tot)=0, (E-7)

where s is the Laplace variable and g * [-] is the Laplace transform of the residence

time distribution of immobile domains [Haggerty et al., 2000]. Laplace transforms

of equations (E-1) - (E-4) and (E-6) are:

SCm + Player SClayer = 0 ,

IL
Sctayer = L jSClayerdx ,

n

2

// aClayer

SClayer + Ngrain SCgrain D 2

(E-8)

(E-9)

(E-10)
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SC grain = a (Ciayer - Cgrain ) (E-11)

Clayey (x = L, s) = C,, (E-12a)

&layer

ax
(x=U,s)=0, (E-12b)

where the bar indicates the Laplace transform. To bring these equations into the

form of (E-6) an equation describing Ciayer is obtained by integrating clayer over the

interval 0 to L. A general solution for clayer is:

clayeY = Ae-'x + Be", (E-13)

where A and B are constants. The factor k [T-1] is obtained by solving equation (E-

11) for Cgrain and inserting into equation (E- 10):

k =
N

s 11 Ngraina

D s+a
(E-14)

By using boundary conditions (E-12a) and (E-12b) the constants can be determined

as

A=B= J
e-Lk +eLk 1 (E-15)
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Inserting (E-14) and (E-15) into (E-13) yields a single equation that describes

diffusion and single rate mass transfer acting in series:

SCm ]+,81.,,

I/

D
tank

L2S 1 +
fgraina

s+a

L

L2S 1+
fgraina D

s+a

1\

/3grain = 0.(E-16)

Equation (E-16) is in the form of equation (E-6) and thus yields the Laplace

transform of the residence time distribution g*(t) [T-1].

D
tank

BL2S I +
Ngraina

s+a

I L2s

1 + f grain

11+
figraina

s+a
D

(E-17)

The mean residence time, variance and skewness of the residence time

distribution presented in (E-17) are obtained by temporal moment analysis.

Commonly, temporal moments of breakthrough curves are used to calculate mean

arrival time and spreading of solute plumes [Cunningham and Roberts, 1998;

Harvey and Gorelick, 1995]. However, this type of analysis can be applied to any

function of timef(t). The n-th local temporal moment is defined as:
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oo

m'" = ft" f (t) dt.
0

(E-18)

Aris [1958] developed a method to evaluate local temporal moments from

Laplace transforms of time-dependent functions:

*
m'n = limn o (_ 1)n a f = liras_,o (-

I )n a g
as n aS"

(E-19)

where m 'n indicates the n-th local temporal moment. The n-th normalized moment

M'n is calculated from local moments as following:

M'n = M 'n

m0
(E-20)

The first normalized moment represents the mean residence time. To obtain

variance and skewness of the residence time distribution second and third central

normalized moments have to be calculated from:

f (t-M'I)n f(t)dt f (t-M'I)ng*dt
Mn =0 _o

,
m0 m0

(E-21)
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where Mn is the n-th central normalized moment. The variance o [T2] is equal to

the second central normalized moment and can be expressed with local moments

using the definition of temporal moments given in (E-20):

r

62=M2 =m2
m0

(E-22)

The skewness of a function is evaluated through the third central

normalized moment by the skewness coefficient y [-] [Beyer, 1987]:

M3
[rn'33m'irn'22rn'i3

312 mro mro 2 mr

0

3

M2
(E-23)

A positive skewness coefficient y indicates tailing in the residence time

distribution.

The first three local, normalized and central normalized moments are

summarized in Table E-1. Derivatives and limits of the residence time distribution

were evaluated using the Mathematica®software package. For the porous medium

shown in Figure E-1 the mean residence time 1residence [T] is

3/2
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tresidence = M'1 = 3 D (1 + Ngrain ). (E-24)

Equation (E-24) demonstrates the importance of 8grain for the mean residence time.

The larger the intra-granular porosity the longer is the mean residence time. If the

intra-granular porosity is zero (24) reduces to 3 which is known as residence

time of a layer due to diffusion [e.g., Harvey and Gorelick, 1995]. The single rate

coefficient a describing the speed of exchange between the first and the second

immobile domain does not affect the mean residence time. However, a affects the

variance az of the residence time distribution. The variance b [T2] of the residence

time distribution is:

62 2 L2/ grain 7L4 (1 + 'grain

3 Da 45D2
(E-25)

It can be seen from (E-25) that the variance becomes large with large intra-granular

porosity and a small single rate mass transfer coefficient. A similar trend can be

observed for the third central normalized moment, and consequently for the

skewness coefficient which is equal to:
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Y=

2 L21 grain 14 L`/ grain (1 + Ngrain / 124 L6 (1 +,3grain

Da 2 15 D2 a 945 D3
3

2 /
2 L grain 7L4 (I + ,/grain 2

3 Da 45D2

(E-26)

The larger /grain and the smaller a, the more positive becomes y and therefore

tailing in the residence time distribution becomes more significant.
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Table E-1: Local, normalized and central normalized temporal moments of the residence time distribution of a
porous medium with two mass transfer processes acting in series.




